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Simple Strategies, Big Results: 

Driving Internal Audit Value
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Introduction

• Simple Strategies – Results

• There is often a missing link between the work we are actually doing 
and the organization’s perception of that work. 

• In the Internal Audit world, perception is important!

• The key to stakeholder “buy in” is the perception of value. 

• Our goal is to provide simple ways to bridge this gap. 



Demonstrate alignment with the organization’s 

strategy

• Note the key word “demonstrate”.  With a risk based approach audit plan –your plan is likely already 

aligned with the strategy –its just a matter of making the organization aware of that alignment.

• Showing the organization you are keyed into the business strategy goes a long way in driving the 

perception of value! 

• A recent survey conducted by the Global Internal Audit Common Body of Knowledge (CBOK) 

illustrates stakeholder perception of Internal Audit’s role in managing the organization’s strategy 

Survey Question: Do you believe internal audit should have a more active role in connection with assessing 

and evaluating the organization’s strategic risks?

67%

18%

15%

Stakeholder Response

Yes No Unsure



Demonstrate alignment with the organization’s 

strategy (cont’d.)
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• Simple Strategy #1 –Presentation of Audit Plan

• Use your audit plan to clearly document  how each audit supports the 

organization’s goals and strategy. Depending on your audience, consider the 

following format examples. 

• Company Goal Format (for those who may not typically see audit plan but are 

familiar with company goals)

• Audit Plan Format (for those who are familiar with annual audit plan)



Company Goals

Develop our People Drive Profitability Improve Customer Retention Achieve and Sustain Growth

� Improve organization 

capability to give and receive 

candid  performance and 

development feedback

� Develop the leadership 

capabilities and potential of 

employees.

� Align incentives and staff 

rewards with performance

� Increase sales by X%

� Reduce operational costs

� Improve forecasting, 

monitoring, and cost 

control to meet budget

� Ensure high customer service 

levels 

� Eliminate non-conformances 

� Expand sales to existing 

customers

� Advance existing capital

projects

� Identify new markets for 

expansion

� Establish formal process for 

continuous development 

growth opportunities
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Internal Audit Plan

Talent Management Process 

Audit

Budgeting and Forecasting 

Audit

Customer Service Audit Capital Project Management 

Audit

• Assess the processes around 

performance management 

• Evaluate the company’s key 

performance indicators for 

talent management 

• Determine if development 

plans are clearly 

communicated and 

documented to employees

• Assess the annual budgeting 

and forecasting processes 

including related controls

• Evaluate accuracy of inputs 

used in forecasting

• Perform analysis of 

historical variances

• Review the processes and 

procedures of the customer 

service department 

• Develop and send a customer 

satisfaction survey

• Review the customer service 

KPIs

• Review capital project 

management policies and 

procedures

• Assess processes around 

scheduling, monitoring 

schedule and budget, use of 

contingency funds, change 

order process, etc. 



Internal Audit Plan 

Audit Objective

Budgeting and 

Forecasting Audit

• Assess the annual budgeting and forecasting processes including related controls

• Evaluate accuracy of inputs used in forecasting

• Perform analysis of historical variances

Talent Management 

Process Audit

• Assess the processes around performance management 

• Evaluate the company’s key performance indicators for talent management 

• Determine if development plans are clearly communicated and documented to employees

Capital Project 

Management Audit

• Review capital project management policies and procedures

• Assess processes around scheduling, monitoring schedule and budget, use of contingency funds, 

change order process, etc. 

Customer Service 

Audit

• Review the processes and procedures of the customer service department 

• Develop and send a customer satisfaction survey

• Review the customer service KPIs
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Internal Audit Plan 

Audit Objective

Company Goal
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Budgeting and 

Forecasting 

Audit

• Assess the annual budgeting and forecasting processes including related 

controls

• Evaluate accuracy of inputs used in forecasting

• Perform analysis of historical variances

����

Talent 

Management 

Process Audit

• Assess the processes around performance management 

• Evaluate the company’s key performance indicators for talent management 

• Determine if development plans are clearly communicated and documented 

to employees

����

Capital Project 

Management 

Audit

• Review capital project management policies and procedures

• Assess processes around scheduling, monitoring schedule and budget, use of 

contingency funds, change order process, etc. 

����

Customer 

Service Audit

• Review the processes and procedures of the customer service department 

• Develop and send a customer satisfaction survey

• Review the customer service KPIs

����
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Demonstrate alignment with the organization’s 

strategy (cont’d.)
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• Simple Strategy #2 –Document strategy consideration throughout your audit. 

• Include standing step in work program template that requires how the audit can 

support overall organizational goals and strategy. Including this step in the planning 

phase gets the team thinking about how the audit can support the organization’s 

strategy as they plan the execution phase. 

• Include a strategy statement in your audit report. When giving background of the 

audit and why it was selected, include a statement describing how the audit 

supports the organization’s goals. 

• Framing your communication with your stakeholders in the context of the 

organization’s strategy helps them recognize IA’s understanding of the company and 

its strategy. 



Demonstrate alignment with the organization’s 

strategy (cont’d.)
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Work Program Example: 



Demonstrate alignment with the organization’s 

strategy (cont’d.)
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Audit Report Example: 



Play a key role in Company Initiatives
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• Simple Strategy #3 –Serve as a consultant on an organizational project or initiative

• You can still maintain your independence while consulting on projects 

• Differs from a traditional audit in that IA becomes a part of the project team

• These types of projects often capture attention of a new type of stakeholder

• Can help take you from “auditor” to “trusted advisor” 

• Gives stakeholders a new perspective on internal audit that will carry over to the 

next audit they are involved in



Playing a key role in Company initiatives
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• Company Goal: Drive profitability by reducing organizational costs

• Company Initiative: Develop and execute a cost savings plan 

• IA Role: Consult, advise and validate results throughout the project

EXECUTION

- audit savings 

numbers reported by 

each department

- investigate 

deviations from plan 

in real time 

LOOKBACK

- compare actual results to targets

- make recommendations for 

changes to plan going forward 

PLANNING 

- evaluate feasibility of 

estimated savings

- identify potential 

unintended 

consequences of plan
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Goal-based audit reporting 
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Simple Strategy #4 – Reframe the audit results to 

highlight the linkage to Company goals

• Your internal audit plan and your audit results are already designed 

to address real risks that threaten your Company

• Consider redefining your message to address Company strategic 

values and how these are achieved through IA results and 

recommendations 

• Creates a transformative shift from “what could have gone wrong” 

to “what specific value did IA bring to the Company and how did it 

support the Company’s mission?”





Embark on a marketing campaign
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Key roles are earned 

rather than handed out.

Enhance IA’s role as a 

catalyst for change.

Demonstrate IA as a core 

competency rather than a 

mandated burden.

Shifting the paradigm 

from police officer to 

trusted advisor providing 

insight and foresight.

…so why should I go through the effort?



Know the Company

•Leverage your role as a 

partner in strategic 

development & risk 

management

•Know the Company’s risk 

appetite and tolerance

•Keep abreast of changes to 

the risk landscape

Know yourself

•Perform an Internal QAR

•Review the IA 

departments skill set

•Identify IA marketing 

champions

•Obtain internal buy-in 

from IA staff

Embark on a marketing campaign
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Simple Strategy #5 – This above all: to thine own self be true

* Based on this information, develop the “right message”



Embark on a marketing campaign
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Simple Strategy #6 – It’s about relationships, not materials

• Create an IA marketing plan that details how IA’s marketing 

objectives will be achieved.  

• Develop a relationship-building strategy with key targets in the 

Company and assign those to IA staff

• Lunch-and-learns are just the first step

• Use attendees as a target list and encourage IA staff to set up 

intentional meetings

• Peer-to-peer networking

• “Face time” before it was an app…



Embark on a marketing campaign
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*Building networking incentive program*



Embark on a marketing campaign
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Additional Marketing Tactics

• Advertise internal audit’s capabilities and conduct client training

• Fraud

• Data analytics

• Process improvement

• Follow-up to provide assistance in remediation efforts

• Sharing audit tools, flow charts, risk and control matrices, 

walkthrough documents

• Involve management in the development of the audit plan

• Building a marketing message into reports on the internal audit 

activity and performance


